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Portel·'� IlnpJ-oved Governor. 

The gr�at wallt of the steam engine is a 
perfect goyernor, Something which can be 
relied upon to hold an engine always at the 
same uniform and steady rate of motion, how
ever the pressure of steam may vary, or what
ever sudden ann. extreme changes may be 
made in t]le load, is a desideratum wlJich en
gineer. have very generally believed wonld 
never be attained. 

Watching the governor when this severe 
demand was made upon it, we saw that such 
was Its quiekness that it had invariably com
pleted its action before the change in the load, 
however suddenly made, could be effected; 
and we were therefore the less astonished, 
when, with the closest scrutiny, we were un
able to perceive, for even a single stroke, any 
faltering or acceleration in the motion of the 
engine, when the. entire load was thus thrown 
on and off. 

The steam was now raised to 110 pounds, 
without cansing any change, except that 
under the full load, the speed fell only one 
per cent, instead of two per cent, as before. 
The engine was then stopped, and the belts 
removed, when it was started again wit.h 110 
pounds pressure of steam, and with no load 
at all even to steady its motion. Its speed 
was the same as before, 100 revolutions per 
minute. The steam was then run down, anel 
the speed carefully noted. No ch ange at all 
could be perceiv�d until the pressure had 
fallen nearly to thirtl p�ullds. It then began 
gradually to slackeo, until with twelve 
pounds of steam the engine was making 
ninety-six revolutions. 

At the highest pressure, after the belts 
were removed, a brake was applied to the fly
wheel, and loaded until the engine labored 
heavily. It was then suddenly thrown up, 
when the engine started considerably, and 
ran for about six revolutions before recover
ing itself. On the experiment being repeated, 
it wa. Been that the governor acted with Its 

usual quickness, and that the acceleration of 
speed took place after the regulating valve 
was completely closed, and was caused by the 
steam in the chest, and passages beyond the 
regulating valve, expanding at its high pres
sure into the cylinder, where it met with no 
resistance. It was obvious that were this 
governor attached to a cut-off, eyen this ex
treme change would not affect the motion of 
the engine perceptibly. The pressure of steam 
was afterwards raised to sixty pounds, and all 
the machinery which could be driven at that 
pressure was thrown on and off with precisely 
the same effect as before. 

These surprising results are attained by 
the use of the ordinary arms and balls, 
made very light, swinging from a single j.lint, 
the most sensitive possible arrangement, and 
revolving at a velocity about six times their 
natural speed. The centrifugal force thn8 
generated sustains a considerable weight, A, 
which is required to hold the balls down to 
their desired plane of reyolution. The appear
ance of this governor i. suoh as to make it nn 
ornamental appendage to the steam engine, 
and we think it will speedily come into general 
use, wherever steady power is an object. 

It Is the invention of Charles T. Porter, of 
this city, who has recently obtained patents 
for it in this country and Europe through the 
Scientific Amerioan Patent Agency, and who 
may be addressed for further information at 
146 West TwentY-lecond street, New York. 
It can be seen in operation at No. 290 West 
Fonrteenth street, near Tenth avenue. 

PRICE'S WASHING. MACHINE. 

There are three requisites for a perfect 

governor. It must he extremely sensitive, 80 I 

as to begin to open or to close the regulating! 

valve instantly on the slightest variation in I the speed of the engine; it must effect the 
whole movement necessary entirely to open or 
close the valve very rapidly; and a force must 
be developed by almost inappreciable varia
tions in its speed sufficient to overcome all 
hindrancesto its action. These requirements 
leem at last to have been met. The improve
ment in centrifugal governors illustrated in 
the accompanyingel1graving, if not nbsolutely 
perfect in its action, is so nearly so, as to 
leave in our opinion nothing further to be de
sired. The following account of the practical 
operation of one of these governors, under 
tests to which it was subjected in our presence 
a rew days since, wi1l speak for itself:-

I t was attached to a common ten -hor8e 
power engille, with slide valves, and operated 
o e of ,T nd.on's regulating valve.. A pres
sure of ninety pounds of steam was required to 
run nil the machinery driven by the engine, 
twenty pounds of which was necessary to 
drive the shafting when the machinery was 
thrown oil'. The engine was started with j nst Very few persons now-a-days wash by hand, 

ninety pound. of pressure, driving only the the number of washing boards and machines 

shafting. Tho stop-valve was set wide open, having demonstrated how much simpler and 

anll remained so during the experiments. easier it is to wash by them than by hand, and 

The engine ran very steadily, making one consequently every new washing apparatus, 
hundred revolntions per minute. After run- however numerous they are, must arouse 
ning thns for a few minutes, the entire load Borne attention on the part of our housewives 
was thrown on Rimultaneously, and as sud- and laundressqs. 

c1enly as pORsible. No change in the speed of The one which i3 the subject of our illus
the engine could be perceived by the eye, but tration is the invention of Thos. J. Price, of 
on carefully counting the revolutions it was, Industry, Ill., and was patented by him Oct. 
found that they had fallen to ninety-eight \ 27, 1857. 
per minute, at which rate the engine worked The c1oth�s are placed with water and soap 
with a perfectly uniform motion. The whole in the tub, A, Aupported on legs, B, between 
load was then aq suddenly thrown off. We the slats, a and L, by the rubbing action of 
expected to see the engine It art away, but its the rounned edges of which the clothes or 
steady motion was not apparently disturbed fabrics are washed. These slats, a, are 
at all. The oo\�nt, however, showed it to placed like blind slats in a frame, H, and are 
have returned to its former speed. This test moved back and forth by the lever, E, which, 
was repeated several times with the same re- by being pivoted to a standard, D, rl8lng 
suIt. from the tnb and being also connected to the 

rig . .2 

slats, a and L, by rods, G and F, gives them 
a vibratory motion against each other, when 
the lever, E, is moved up and down. The 
frame, H, can be retained to the side of the 
hub by a spring catch, K, when not in use, or 
can be pressed against the fabrics to rub 
them between the slats by the handle, J, at
tached to a frame which is hinged to the bot
tom of the tub seen at b in the section, Fig. 
2. These slats are elongated at a portion of 
their backs, and this elongation is loosely at
tached to rods, M and I, to which the 
G and F, are also loosely connected 80 as to 
give the slats the necessary motion, which is 
one peculiarly adapted to washing, combining 
the rubbing action of the knuckles with the 
continuous certainty of a machine. 

This is a very good washing machine, and 

further information can be obtained by address
ing the inventor as above, or W. R. Downen, 
care of H. Fellows, San Francisco, Cal. 
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How to Con.troct a Five Bushel Hopper. 

IV e h ave been req nested by one of our cor
respondents to give instructions how to con
strnct a hopper which will contain five bushels 
of grain, if one of the sides is three feet long. 
By the aid of the accompanying diagrams 
ltnd explanation, tho method will be clearly 
seen. Suppose the box is to he made of inch
boards and thA sides are to be equal, the spare 
inside one of the sides will be thirty-fonr 

will give twenty-eight inch�s 

A 
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from the point where the boards join to the 
center of the square, ABC D, Fig. 1. Fig. 
2 is one of th� sides of the hopper, the dis
tance between E F being thirty-six inchr,., 
and we have found by calculation that the 
sides, E G, F G, arll to he 371 inches 
long in order to make a hopper of the reqnired 
size. It will be easy for any one pO.ge�sing a 
pair of scribing compasses to lay out a trian
gle of the required size, by first drawing a 
straight line on hi� board, and measuring off 
36 inches, ancl then taking 37t inches in 
the compasses marking circles from E and F, 
and from the point of intersection, G, drawing 
straight lines to E and F. A bushel contains 
2150.42 cubic inches, and a hopper constructed 
as described contains five times this quantity, 
the upper outsides being 36 inches long, the 
bevel making the inside 34 Inches and the 
depth being 28 inches . 

.. ·e .• 
A Hard and Durable Soap. 

A patent has been granted in England for 
an Improvement in the manufacture of loap, 
by the addition of sulphate of lime to the 
nsual ingredients employed in its manufac
tnre. The snlphate may be added to the 
soap in a dry powder, or in admixture with 
any of the usual ingredients employed in the 
manufacture of soap. The proportions of the 
sulphate which it is lJest to employ, vary ac
cording to the article manipulated upon, and 
the quaIlty of the soap to be prodnced. Thus 
about twelve ounces of dry sulphate is suf
ficient for one tun of best soap, whereas, in 
common or highly liquored soap, six or eight 
pounds may be used with advantage. Soap, 
made with the addition of sulphate of lime, 
becomes hardened, keeps dry, and is not lia
ble to shrink while in water, its durability is 
Increased, aud it does not wear or waste 
away before its cleansing properties are 
brought into action. 

··e·. 
LAYING SUBMARINE CABLE8.-Captain S. 

Samuels, of Brooklyn, N. Y., has invented a 
method of laying submarine cables, by pas�
ing them from the ship or other vessel from 
which they are to be paid out, through an 
opening in the bottom, as near as convenient 
and practicable, midway between stem and 
stern, where the least motion is produced by 
the pitching of the vessel. By this means 
the liability to break the cable is very much 
reduced, if not entirely obviated, as at a cer
tain point in the center of a vessel's length 
there is comparatively little motion produced 
by pitching, so that the exce�sive and uneven 
strain or jerk which so much tends to ruptnre 
cables when paid out from the �tern is here 
avoided, th� danger heing correspondingly 
les.ened, and the cumbrous ma"hinery and 
complicated mechanism of brakes and paying
out devices simplified and reduced. This idea 
has often been proposed, but Captain Samuels 
has been able to show the priority of his in
vention, and has, comequently, obtained a 
patent this week. 

.. ·e· . 
A NOVEL FEAT.-At Amsterdam there has 

been a regatta of young men, who walk the 
water in shoes called podoschapes. Hen 
Oschner has accomplished the feat of walking 
up the Rhine, from Rotterdam to Cologne, 
where he arrived on Sunday, August 22d, 
having started from Rotterdam on the 16th. 
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